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Why the NBA is unlikely to issue stiff penalty in Howard's Stickum controversy 

By Chris Mannix 

The NBA's rule that covers Stickum-like substances reads as follows: "All equipment used must be 

appropriate for basketball. Equipment that is unnatural and designed to increase a player's height or 

reach, or to gain an advantage, shall not be used." 

Players are generally permitted to use certain substances to improve grip during games. Rosin, both in 

powder and liquid form, is commonly and legally used to prevent hands from sweating. Stickum is 

illegal, as referee Monty McCutchen made clear to the Rockets and Hawks benches after Atlanta 

forward Paul Millsap complained that the ball was coated in a foreign substance. 

The use of Stickum – or something similar – is not uncommon. Some players use Q.D.A., a quick drying 

adherent used to keep tape on player's feet and ankles. Howard says he has been using Stickum for five 

years. Several players and coaches told The Vertical they have no issue with Howard or any other player 

using a Stickum-like substance, provided it doesn't affect the game ball, like it did in Atlanta. 

"I've never felt the ball like that ever," Millsap told The Atlanta Journal-Constitution after the game. "It 

was sticky. It was like super glue or something was on there. I couldn't get it off my hands. It was the 

weirdest thing ever." 

"Stickum," an NBA head coach told The Vertical, "hasn't helped Dwight shoot free throws." 

The Howard situation has been exacerbated by the Rockets' immediate reaction to it. When McCutchen 

approached the Rockets' bench on Saturday, Houston coach J.B. Bickerstaff appeared to move in front 

of the can in an attempt to block it from McCutchen's view. Several league executives told The Vertical 

that if anyone should be punished it's the Rockets, who knew the substance Howard was using was 

illegal – the can was covered in white tape – and then tried to cover it up. 

Still, it's unlikely the NBA issues a stiff punishment, if it issues any at all. The league could fine the 

Rockets and Howard; it could suspend Howard for a game. More likely, the NBA will circulate a memo 

reminding teams that Stickum-like substances are against the rules and players using them will be 

subject to future punishment. 

 

   


